
ILT LED Lighting Products Are DesignLights Consortium (DLC) Listed

Peabody, MA – April 12, 2012 – International Light Technologies (ILT), a leading designer and manufacturer 
of light measurement systems and LED-based lighting products, is pleased to announce that its CaseLight™ 
and CanopyLight™ product lines are now listed on the DesignLights Consortium’s (DLC) Qualified Products 
List (QPL). 

The DLC, a collaboration of utility companies and regional energy efficiency organizations, is committed to 
raising awareness of the benefits of efficient lighting in commercial buildings.  The DLC Qualified Products List 
is used internally by energy efficiency program administrators to determine if specific LED products qualify 
for program rebates.

Each of the ILT LED-based products on the Qualified Products List have met or exceeded the DLC's minimum 
performance requirements enabling the product specifier to buy with confidence.

The ILT products on the QPL include two versions of the popular ILT CaseLight LED Refrigerated Display 
Case Lighting fixtures that replace standard fluorescent light fixtures in refrigerated food and beverage 
display cases.  Both the original vertically oriented CaseLight LED fixtures and the new horizontal CaseLight 
LED fixtures are now DLC Listed.

ILT CanopyLight LED Retrofit Kits for replacing metal halide fixtures in gas pump canopies are also listed 
on the DLC Qualified Products List.*  CanopyLight LED Retrofit Kits are unique in that they offer a fast, 
effective way to upgrade gas pump canopy lighting without needing to cut the canopy.

“ILT is pleased that DLC has listed both our CaseLight LED Refrigerated Display Case Modules and our 
CanopyLight LED Retrofit Kits on their QPL”, said Pete Couture, ILT LED Lighting Products Business 
Development Mgr. “The DLC product assessment process is a comprehensive one, assuring customers that 
their ILT CaseLight and CanopyLight purchases will reliably meet stringent energy efficiency requirements, 
and that these products qualify for government and utility company energy rebates.”

For more information, please visit the ILT Web site at www.intl-lighttech.com or call 978-818-6180.

* CanopyLight will be added to the online DLC QPL on 23 April 2012.

About International Light Technologies (ILT):
For over 40 years, ILT has provided direct and OEM customers in industrial, academic and research markets 
with light measurement and detection systems, and a broad range of off-the-shelf and customized specialty 
light sources. The ILT Systems Division manufactures light meters, radiometers, spectrometers and 
spectroradiometers as well as comprehensive lines of detectors, filters, input optics and accessories. The ILT 
Sources Division supplies light sources that include high power LEDs and modules, UV-Visible-IR lamps, 
specialized replacement lamps and power supplies. The LED Innovations Division designs and manufactures 
LED-based products including refrigerated/freezer display case lighting, gasoline pump canopy lighting, under 
cabinet and task lighting, and a complete line of LED modules for signage lighting. ILT is ISO 9001 certified 
and ISO/IEC 17025 accredited. For more information please visit www.intl-lighttech.com or call 978-818-
6180.
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